
Forsythe, Kimbley & StornForsythe, Kimbley & StornForsythe, Kimbley & StornForsythe, Kimbley & Storn    
7, Lincoln’s Inn Fields7, Lincoln’s Inn Fields7, Lincoln’s Inn Fields7, Lincoln’s Inn Fields    
City of LondonCity of LondonCity of LondonCity of London    
LondonLondonLondonLondon    

Tuesday, November 1Tuesday, November 1Tuesday, November 1Tuesday, November 16666thththth, 1880, 1880, 1880, 1880    
    
    
Whereas, The grounds of the Tower of London have been subject to a troubling Whereas, The grounds of the Tower of London have been subject to a troubling Whereas, The grounds of the Tower of London have been subject to a troubling Whereas, The grounds of the Tower of London have been subject to a troubling 
occurrence the causes of which have not been identified as of yet,occurrence the causes of which have not been identified as of yet,occurrence the causes of which have not been identified as of yet,occurrence the causes of which have not been identified as of yet,    
    
WhereaWhereaWhereaWhereas, The aforesaid Tower of London s, The aforesaid Tower of London s, The aforesaid Tower of London s, The aforesaid Tower of London beingbeingbeingbeing considered off considered off considered off considered off----limits when it comes to limits when it comes to limits when it comes to limits when it comes to 
magickmagickmagickmagick feats not mandated through special order, feats not mandated through special order, feats not mandated through special order, feats not mandated through special order, inquiries have been made into the possibility  inquiries have been made into the possibility  inquiries have been made into the possibility  inquiries have been made into the possibility 
of a joint meeting to be held,of a joint meeting to be held,of a joint meeting to be held,of a joint meeting to be held,    
    
Whereas, The other party’s authorities having so faWhereas, The other party’s authorities having so faWhereas, The other party’s authorities having so faWhereas, The other party’s authorities having so far proved reluctant to bring r proved reluctant to bring r proved reluctant to bring r proved reluctant to bring satisfactory satisfactory satisfactory satisfactory 
answeransweransweranswerssss to said inquiries, therefore prompting the necessity to call on other measures to said inquiries, therefore prompting the necessity to call on other measures to said inquiries, therefore prompting the necessity to call on other measures to said inquiries, therefore prompting the necessity to call on other measures;;;; and  and  and  and 
whereas whereas whereas whereas Authority conferred upon us by the Magistrates’ Court of Anglia Prima allows Authority conferred upon us by the Magistrates’ Court of Anglia Prima allows Authority conferred upon us by the Magistrates’ Court of Anglia Prima allows Authority conferred upon us by the Magistrates’ Court of Anglia Prima allows 
us to proceed accordingly,us to proceed accordingly,us to proceed accordingly,us to proceed accordingly,    
    
You are heYou are heYou are heYou are hereby summoned to a preliminary reby summoned to a preliminary reby summoned to a preliminary reby summoned to a preliminary common hearing concerningcommon hearing concerningcommon hearing concerningcommon hearing concerning, in order to aid in , in order to aid in , in order to aid in , in order to aid in 
the inquiry currently being performed.the inquiry currently being performed.the inquiry currently being performed.the inquiry currently being performed.    
    
This hearing This hearing This hearing This hearing shall take place at shall take place at shall take place at shall take place at St. Etheldreda’sSt. Etheldreda’sSt. Etheldreda’sSt. Etheldreda’s church church church church, Ely Place, borough of , Ely Place, borough of , Ely Place, borough of , Ely Place, borough of 
Camden, Camden, Camden, Camden, on on on on TuesdayTuesdayTuesdayTuesday, Nov. 1, Nov. 1, Nov. 1, Nov. 16666, at the struck of , at the struck of , at the struck of , at the struck of a half past ea half past ea half past ea half past eleven.leven.leven.leven.    
    
Ubi societas, ibi jus.Ubi societas, ibi jus.Ubi societas, ibi jus.Ubi societas, ibi jus.    
    

C. E. Storn, J.D.C. E. Storn, J.D.C. E. Storn, J.D.C. E. Storn, J.D.    
BarristerBarristerBarristerBarrister----atatatat----lawlawlawlaw    

Representing House Guernicus of the Order of HermesRepresenting House Guernicus of the Order of HermesRepresenting House Guernicus of the Order of HermesRepresenting House Guernicus of the Order of Hermes    
 
 


